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BECOMING A NICHOLAS AIR PILOT



+ Industry Competitive Compensation

+ Full Salary Begins Upon Hire Date

+ Industry’s Most Flexible Schedule Options

+ Home Based

+ Health, Dental, & Vision Benefits

+ Company Paid Life Insurance

+ 4+ 401K Retirement Plan with Company Match

+ Potential for Growth & Advancement

m eet the fleet

All aircraft in the fleet are owned and operated by 

NICHOLAS AIR. The fleet consists of: Pilatus PC12s, 
Phenom 100, Citation CJ3, Phenom 300, and Citation 
Latitude jets.

TThree ways to inquire about becoming a 
NICHOLAS AIR Pilot: 
1. Call us at 662-297-7054
2. Visit our careers page at nicholasair.com/careers 
3. Email employment@nicholasair.com  

W HY JOIN
NICHOLAS AIR?

NICHOLAS AIR, a membership based private jet 

company, has grown to be one of the country’s most 

trusted private air travel companies. We provide an 

elite private air travel experience to a select group of 

individuals both domestically and internationally. 

Founded in 1997 by Nicholas Correnti, the company 

offers four program options ranging from Jet Cards 

to Aito Aircraft Management. NICHOLAS AIR is not a 

charter or brokerage company, which fundamentally 

differentiates us from other providers in the industry.

The motto “Our Planes, Our Pilots” is the driving 
force of selecting highly qualified pilots who share 

our focus on providing an exceptional experience to 

our Members on every flight.

OUR M ISSION STATEM ENT

“To provide a highly personalized and unique 

private air travel experience. Making a difference

in the lives of our Members by maintaining the 

highest safety and quality standards.”

Safety first. alw ays.

All pilots aAll pilots are employed by NICHOLAS AIR and must 

hold a Commercial or Airline Transport Pilot License 

depending upon aircraft assignment. Flight crews 

are provided bi-annual simulator training at 

approved training centers. NICHOLAS AIR has 

operated accident free since inception and holds 

ARGUS, WYVERN, and IS-BAO safety ratings.    

ABOUT
nicholas air



FLEXIBLE PILOT SCHEDULES

At NICHOLAS AIR, we provide flexible options to choose 

a schedule that works best for you and your family.

Current qualifications and prior experience help 

determine which aircraft and tier program will be the 

best fit for you. We understand life happens and 

schedule changes aschedule changes are necessary. We give you the 

flexibility and freedom to switch schedules as needed to 

fit your personal preference. Travel to and from duty 

takes place on the first and last day of rotation.  

   
COM PETITIVE SALARIES &  PERKS

NICHOLNICHOLAS AIR offers industry competitive compensation 
based on the aircraft type and schedule selected. There 

is no waiting period as your full salary begins upon your 

hire date. In addition to the annual salary, flight hour 

bonuses are available for every 1,000-hours flown.

+ Off-Day Guaranteed Pay   

+ Competitive Pay & Advancement             

++ Keep Your Airline, Rental Car, & Hotel Points for 

   Your Personal Use

 

Our Planes. our pilots.
THE NICHOLAS AIR CULTURE

NICHOLAS AIR takes incredible measures to maintain our 

world-class culture of extraordinary customer service. 

Pilots are the face of our company and an integral part of 

our services. Our pilots strive for excellence, 

pprofessionalism, and attention to detail. These qualities 

set the standard in our industry. A strong work ethic, 

flexibility, proficiency, and precision are all prerequisites 

for a successful career with NICHOLAS AIR.

THE NICHOLAS AIR FLEET

NICHOLAS AIR has the industry's newest fleet with an 

aaverage aircraft age under 5 years. Each pilot is assigned 

and dedicated to a specific aircraft type to ensure the 

crew’s cockpit awareness and knowledge of the aircraft. 

Our service area includes the United States, Canada, 

Mexico, and the Caribbean.

NICHOLAS AIR PILOT BENEFITS

+ Medical, Dental, & Vision Insurance

+ 4+ 401k Retirement Plan with Company Match

+ $50,000 Company Paid Life Insurance

+ AFLAC

+ Company Provided Uniforms

+ Meal Allowance up to $60 Per Day

+ Travel & Hotel Expenses Provided

+ Known Crewmember Participant 
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